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Problem definition and motivation

 Semantic correspondence:

Matching images depicting different instances of the same class 

 Limitation of existing approaches:

Prediction relies on features from a specific convolutional layer

Fails to fully exploit different levels of semantic features

 Limitation of existing datasets:

Small number of image pairs with similar viewpoints and scales

Limited annotation types and no clear splits for learning

Proposed method SPair-71k large-scale dataset

Contributions

1. Establish reliable correspondences using multi-layer features

2. Propose an efficient, real-time matching framework

3. SOTA using only a small number of validation pairs for model tuning

4. Introduce a large-scale dataset with richer annotations

Experimental results

3. Flow formation & keypoint transfer:

 Comparison between SPair-71k and existing datasets:

2. Regularized Hough matching:

• A variant of probabilistic of Hough matching, algorithm of Cho et al.’2015

• Reweight appearance similarity by Hough voting to enforce geometric consistency.

• Regular geometry of hyperpixel enables real-time matching.

 Performance on standard benchmarks of semantic correspondence:

 Performance on SPair-71k dataset:

 Qualitative results:

 Ablation study:

 Example pairs and annotations:

 Dataset statistics: Small set exp.: layer search using ONLY 𝑘 random pairs per class (20 ∗ 𝑘 pairs total)
Results with little supervisory signal (20 pairs) is comparable as using all data (308 pairs).

 Overall architecture:

1. Hyperpixel construction:

• Extract 𝐿 intermediate features maps of CNN pretrained on classification (e.g.,ImageNet).

• Take feature maps from the set of layers optimized for correspondence.

(These layers are pre-selected offline by beam search using small validation data. See below.)

• Concatenate them along channels with upsampling to the size of base map.

• Assign a match by nearest-neighbor assignment.

• Evaluate each pair using PCK:

(a) source image (b) target image (g) HPF (ours)(c) CNNGeo (d) A2Net (e) WeakAlign (f) NC-Net

Beam search  for hyperpixel layers: a breath-first search with a limited memory 𝑘

3) Repeat 1) and 2) until the current search depth 
reaches predefined maximum search depth.

4) Choose the best combination found along the search.

(𝑘 = 2 in this example)

0)   Start beam search from the first depth (base) with an
empty memory.

2) Update the memory with 𝑘 best performing 
combinations and move on to the next depth.

1) At the current depth, evaluate the effect of each candidate 
layer by adding it to all combinations in the memory.

SOTA on new benchmark SPair-71k that has pairs with large view-point and scale differences.

Only a few layers are sufficient to achieve a comparable performance with the best one.
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